Luxe Glamping

New!

Enjoying the outdoors
with the luxury of home

Karsten
Glampin
g
Luxe

Enjoying the outdoors with the luxury of home, who wouldn’t
want that? With the new Karsten Glamping Luxe you can offer
camping guests a great accommodation in no-time with the
looks of a tent and the comfort of a cottage.
Convenience
The Karsten tents have been a household name
in the camping world for years. Quality and
convenience are paramount to us. With these
core qualities, we went on a quest to find the
perfect seasonal tent, which resulted in the
Karsten Glamping Luxe!

a complete kitchen with 4-burner gas stove
and refrigerator with freezer, robust beds with
a slatted base and comfortable mattress,
a pleasant sitting area in the canopy and a
cozy picnic table that can be placed in front
of the tent.

A sturdy, robust and inflatable tent consisting
of a spacious sleeping area and large canopies
with plenty of living space. The tent comes
with a ground sheet and has great sealable
ventilation options, both in the sleeping area
and in the canopies. Optionally, the tent comes
with sturdy wooden furniture, including
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Quality & Comfort
In addition, to the comfort, the quality of the tent is
important as well. The tent is made of Ten Cate canvas KA46,
this canvas is able to easily withstand an entire season of
outdoor conditions and gives the tent a sturdy and natural
appearance. The beige cloth is finished with dark green
accents, which makes the tent, with its natural, sturdy
appearance, a perfect fit in any nature scene.

420cm

710cm

290cm

190cm

The tent is assembled
quickly in the spring, and
easy to disassemble and
store in the winter.
Because of this, the tent
is less exposed to different
weather conditions,
giving it a longer lifespan,
which, in turn, represents
prolonged camping
pleasure.

420cm

Smart and quick
The tent is easy to break down
and store in winter.
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